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Results of recent work on distributional extensions of normal operators are used
to show that distributional versions of a large number of classical integral trans-
forms can be developed in a systematic way by noting that they can be regarded as
functions of a particular normal operator. As examples, we consider logarithmic
fractional integrals, Erdelyi]Kober operators, radially symmetric Riesz potentials,Â
the semi-infinite Hilbert transform, and the Hankel transform. We show how
particular spaces of test and generalized functions which have been used for
developing distributional versions of various integral transforms arise in a natural
way. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
Let T be a normal operator in a separable Hilbert space H with inner
 . 5 5 w x  .product ?, ? and norm ? . It is well known 11 that an operator F T
may be defined by means of the spectral integral
F T w [ F z dE z w , 1.1 .  .  .  .H
C
where
2 2
w g D F T [ w g H : F z d E z w - ` . 1.2 .  .  .  . . H 5
C
Here, F is an E-measurable complex-valued function of a complex vari-
 .able and E: C ª L H is the unique complex spectral family associated
with T.
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w x  .In a recent paper 1 , versions of formula 1.1 were obtained within the
topological framework of a space of test functions and corresponding
space of generalized functions. For a given normal operator T in H, the
 .test function space D T is produced in a constructive manner by impos-`
ing on the set
`
kD T .F
ks0
the topology generated by the countable multinorm
` k5 5 4S s a , a w [ T w . 1.3 .  .k kks0
 . X .Properties of D T and its dual D T were established. For example,` `
 . X .D T is a Frechet space and so D T is sequentially complete withÂ` `
respect to the weak*-topology. Also, each h g H generates, uniquely, a
X .continuous linear functional h g D T via the formulaÄ `
 :h , w [ w , h , w g D T , .  .Ä `
 : X .  .where f , w denotes the action of f g D T on w g D T . Such func-` `
tionals h may be regarded as regular generalized functions in the spaceÄ
X .D T and we thus have the triple`
D T ¨ H ¨ DX T , .  .` `
where ¨ denotes a continuous embedding.
Ä X .A continuous extension T of T to D T is given by`
Ä X :  :Tf , w [ f , T*w , f g D T , w g D T . 1.4 .  .  .` `
w x  .  .The main result obtained in 1 for operators of the form F T on D T is`
the following.
 .THEOREM 1.1. Let F be an E-measurable function on C and let F T be
 .  .  .   ..defined by 1.1 ] 1.2 . Then F T g L D T if and only if`
ym2< <sup F z 1 q z s M 1.5 .  . .
 .zgs T
 4  .for some m g N [ 0, 1, 2, . . . and M - `. Moreo¨er, if 1.5 is satisfied,0
 .  .  .then the integral in 1.1 con¨erges in D T for each w g D T .` `
w xProof. See 1, Theorem 3.2 .
w xA specific example considered in 1 is the normal operator D defined
by
Dw x [xw9 x a.e. on 0, ` 1.6 .  .  .  .  .
D D [ w g L2 : w is absolutely continuous on 0, ` and DwgL2 , .  . 4m m
1.7 .
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where
L2 [ w : xymw x g L2 0, ` , m g R, 1.8 4 .  .  .m
is a Hilbert space with inner product and norm given by
` 1r2y2 m 5 5w , w [ x w x w x dx , w s w , w . 1.9 .  .  .  .  .mH mm1 2 1 2
0
 . X .In this case, the spaces D D and D D coincide with the spaces F` ` 2, m
and FX introduced by McBride in work on fractional calculus and Mellin2, m
w xmultipliers; for example, see 5 . Of the several equivalent definitions that
can be given for the test-function spaces F , the version that suits our2, m
 .purposes best and shows clearly the connection with D D is`
F [ w g C` 0, ` : D kw g L2 for k s 0, 1, 2, . . . ; . 42, m m
w xsee 7 .
It is known that the spaces F and FX and, more generally, the2, m 2, m
X  .similarly defined F and F 1 F p F ` , provide an appropriate set-p, m p, m
ting for studying distributional extensions of various classical integral
w xtransforms. These include the Erdelyi]Kober operators 5 , logarithmicÂ
w x w xfractional integrals 3 , and radially symmetric Riesz potentials 4 . Our aim
here is to demonstrate that our constructi¨ e approach to generalized
functions leads naturally to F and FX as suitable spaces in which to2, m 2, m
develop distributional theories for a wide class of classical transforms
including those listed above.
In Section 2 we use the Mellin transform to determine the spectrum and
spectral family of the operator D. Then, in Section 3, we introduce a class
of Mellin multiplier operators and identify each operator R in this class
 .  .  .with an operator of the form F D . Properties of R s F D on D D s`
F follow immediately from Theorem 1.1 and can be extended to the2, m &
Ä w  .x   .  ..distributional version R s F D s F D 9 the D D -adjoint of F D . `
X . Xon D D s F by standard adjoint results.` 2, m
As illustrations, we show that each of the transforms mentioned above
 .can be expressed in the form F D and so their distributional extensions
can be developed naturally via this theory. We also demonstrate that this
approach leads readily to distributional versions of Fourier integral opera-
tors such as the Hankel transform.
2. SPECTRAL PROPERTIES OF D
We begin by establishing a connection between the operator D, defined
 .  .by 1.6 ] 1.7 , and the Mellin transform, which will lead to the required
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properties of D on L2 . The Mellin transform M is defined formally bym
`
sy1Mw s [ x w x dx , .  .  .H
0
where s is a suitably restricted complex variable. To give a more precise
definition, we follow the standard approach of relating M to the Fourier
 w x.transform see 9 .
2 2 .We first introduce an isometric isomorphism C : L ª L R and itsm m
y1 2 . 2inverse C : L R ª L defined bym m
C w t [ e1r2ym . tw et , w g L2 , t g R, 2.1 .  .  . .m m
Cy1c x [ x my1r2c ln x , c g L2 R , x ) 0. 2.2 .  .  .  . .m
2 2 . y1 2 . 2The Mellin transform M : L ª L R and its inverse M : L R ª Lm m
are now defined in terms of C and Cy1 bym m
Mw [ FC w , w g L2 2.3 .m m
My1c [ Cy1F y1c , c g L2 R . 2.4 .  .m
2 .Here, F denotes the Fourier]Plancherel transform, defined on L R l
1 .L R by
`
i t xFc t [ e c x dx , t g R, .  .  .H
y`
2 . 2and extended to all of L R by continuity. Thus, for w g L ,m
1
Mw s s FC w t , s s y m q it . 2.5 .  .  .  . .m 2
Here, Mw is regarded as a function only of the real variable t, where
 .  . . 2t s Im s . Throughout, when we write Mw s , for w g L , we alwaysm
1assume that Re s s y m.2
Properties of M on L2 follow easily from corresponding properties ofm
2 .the Fourier]Plancherel transform on L R . In particular, M is an isomor-
2 2 .phism from L onto L R . Also,m
Mw , Mw s 2p w , w , ;w , w g L2 , 2.62 .  .  .m1 2 1 2 1 2 mL
and hence
5 5 2 2 5 5 2 2Mw s 2p w , ;w g L . 2.7 .L m m
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1 .  .THEOREM 2.1. Let q t s m y y it, t g R, and define Q: D Q ;2
2 . 2 .L R ª L R by
Qc t [ q t c t a.e. on R, 2.8 .  .  .  .  .
D Q [ c g L2 R : Qc g L2 R . 2.9 4 .  .  .  .
Then
Dw s My1 Q Mw , ;w g D D 2.10 .  .
and
D D s My1 D Q . 2.11 .  .  . .
2 .Proof. It is clear that Q is a normal operator in L R and therefore
 . 2 2the operator D : D D ; L ª L defined by1 1 m m
D w [ My1 Q Mw , D D [ w g L2 : Mw g D Q .  . 41 1 m
is also normal. We shall prove that D s D . Let1
Y [ c g D Q : c , Qc g L1 R 4 .  .
and suppose that c g Y. Then
d
y1 y1 y1D M c t s t C F c t .  . .  .mdt
`t d
my1r2 yi x ln ts t e c x dx .H2p dt y`
my1r2
`t
yi x ln t y1s e q x c x dx s M Qc t . .  .  . .H2p y`
Thus,
M D My1c s Qc , ;c g Y . 2.12 .
 .  .  .To show that 2.12 holds on D Q , let c g D Q and, for each n g N,
define c g Y byn
< <c t if t F n; .
c t [ .n  < <0 if t ) n.
y1 2 .Then c ª c and Qc s M D M c ª Qc in L R as n ª `. Sincen n n
M D My1 is a closed operator,
M D My1c s Qc , ;c g D Q .
« Dw s My1 Q Mw s D w , ;w g D D .1 1
« D ; D.1
Since D and D are both normal, it follows that D s D.1 1
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 .THEOREM 2.2. a The spectrum of D is gi¨ en by
1
s D s z g C: Re z s m y . 2.13 .  . 52
 .  2 .b The spectral family E: C ª L L associated with D is gi¨ en bym
E s q it s My1E s E t M , 2.14 .  .  .  .A B
2 .where, for each s , t g R and c g L R ,
1¡
0, s - m y
2~E s c [ 2.15 .  .A 1
c , s G m y¢ 2
and
c t , t G yt .E t c t [ . 2.16 .  .  . .B  0, t - yt
 .Proof. a Let q and Q be defined as in Theorem 2.1. Then
1
s D s s Q s essential range of q s z : Re z s m y . .  .  52
 . w x 2 .b By 11, Theorem 7.32 , the spectral family E : C ª L R associ-Q
ated with Q can be expressed in the form
E s q it s E s E t , .  .  .Q A B
where E and E are the real spectral families associated with theA B
 .  .self-adjoint operators A [ 1r2 Q q Q* and B [ 1r2 i Q y Q* , .  .
respectively. Clearly,
1
2Ac t s m y c t for c g L R and a.e. t g R, .  .  .  . /2
and
Bc t s ytc t a.e. on R, .  .  .
D B s c g L2 R : Bc g L2 R . 4 .  .  .
 .  . w xIt follows that E and E are given by 2.15 and 2.16 ; see 11, p. 180 .A B
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 . 2Now, for w g D D , w g L ,1 2 m
Dw , w s My1 Q Mw , w by Theorem 2.1 .  . .m m1 2 1 2
1
s Q Mw , Mw by 2.62 .  . .1 2 L2p
1
s z d E z Mw , Mw . .H 2Q 1 2 L2p C
s z d My1E z Mw , w , . .H Q 1 2 m
C
and similarly
22 2 y15 5 < <Dw s z d M E z Mw , ;w g D D . .  .m H Q m
C
 2 .Hence, by uniqueness, the spectral family E: C ª L L associated withm
D is given by the formula
E z s My1E z M . .  .Q
 .We now establish some results for operators of the form F D defined
2  .  .in L by 1.1 and 1.2 . Throughout, E and E shall represent them Q
spectral families associated with D and Q, respectively, and F shall be
assumed to be an E-measurable function on C. We note that the identity
22 22p E z w s E z Mw , ;w g L .  .m 2Q mL
wshows that F is E-measurable if and only if it is E -measurable; see 11,Q
xTheorem 7.15 .
  ..THEOREM 2.3. Let w g D F D where
2 22D F D s w g L : F z d E z w - ` . .  .  . . mHm 5
C
Then,
F D w s My1F Q Mw , 2.17 .  .  .
where
1
F Q c t s F m y y it c t a.e. on R, 2.18 .  .  .  . .  /2
D F Q s c g L2 R : F Q c g L2 R . 2.19 4 .  .  .  .  . .
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  ..Proof. For each w g D F D ,
2 2 2
F D w s F z d E z w .  .  .m mH
C
1 22s F z d E z Mw by 2.14 and 2.7 .  .  .  . .H 2Q L2p C
1 22 y1
2s F Q Mw s M F Q Mw , .  . mL2p
and similarly
F D w , w s My1F Q Mw , w , ;w gD F D , w gL2 . .  .  . . .  .m m1 2 1 2 1 2 m
Hence,
F D w s My1F Q Mw , ;w g D F D . .  .  . .
 .The result follows since the spectral integral definition of F Q coincides
 .  .with that given by 2.18 and 2.19 .
 .  .THEOREM 2.4. F D g L F if and only if2, m
ym21 1
2sup F m y y it 1 q m y q t s M 2.20 . /  / /2 2tgR
 .for some m g N and M - `. Moreo¨er, if 2.20 is satisfied, then the0
integral
F z dE z w s F D w .  .  .H
C
con¨erges in F for each w g F .2, m 2, m
Proof. This follows from Theorems 1.1 and 2.2 and the fact that
 .F s D D .2, m `
 .COROLLARY 2.5. Let F satisfy 2.20 . Then
F D w s My1F Q Mw , ;w g F . 2.21 .  .  .2, m
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Theorems 2.3 and 2.4.
It is now a routine matter to establish similar properties of the extended& &
Xoperators F D on the generalized function space F . Since F D is .  .2, m
defined on FX by2, m
&
F D f , w [ f , F D w 2.22 : : .  .  .
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and
F D g L F m F D g L F , 2.23 .  .  . .  .2, m 2, m
we can use standard adjoint results to show that
&
XF D g L F « F D g L F . 2.24 .  .  . .  .2, m 2, m
Moreover,
&
y1F D s M F Q M 9, .  . .
where
1
F Q c t s F m y y it c t a.e. on R. .  .  . .  /2
3. APPLICATIONS TO MELLIN MULTIPLIER
TRANSFORMS
Our aim is to show that a large number of operators defined in the
Hilbert space L2 can be expressed as functions of D. To do this, wem
 .exploit identity 2.17 from which it follows that
M F D w s F Q Mw , ;w g D F D 3.1 .  .  .  . .
 .and so F D can be examined from the standpoint of Mellin multipliers
w xfor which an extensive theory exists; see 6, 9 . Normally, the operator
which is associated with a particular multiplier is required to be continu-
ous on each member of a family of weighted L p spaces or related test
w xfunction spaces 6, Definitions 2.6 and 3.1 . Here, we adopt a different
approach by restricting attention to the case p s 2 but permitting the
associated multiplier operator to be unbounded in L2 .m
 . 2 2DEFINITION 3.1. We say that an operator R: D R ; L ª L is anm m
L2 Mellin multiplier operator ifm
M Rw s F Q Mw , ;w g D R , 3.2 .  .  .
 . 2 .  .  .where F Q is defined on L R by 2.18 and 2.19 .
 . 2 .Since the left-hand side of 3.2 defines a function in L R , it follows
 . 2 .  .that F Q Mw g L R for each w g D R and so
Rw s My1F Q Mw s F D w , ;w g D R . .  .  .
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 .This shows that R is either normal, in which case R s F D , or R can be
 . 2extended to the normal operator F D . Consequently, the class of Lm
Mellin multipliers can be identified with the set of all E-measurable
functions of the operator D. Any multiplier operator R associated with a
polynomially bounded function of D can, in view of Theorem 2.4 and
 .2.24 , be first restricted to a continuous operator on F and then2, m
Ä X .extended to a distributional operator R g L F . This is in accordance2, m
w xwith 6, Theorem 3.6 where a similar result, valid for p G 1, is established
by a different argument.
 .EXAMPLE 3.2. a Let K be a Mellin convolution integral operator
defined by
` x
y1Kw x [ k w y y dy , x ) 0, .  .  .H  /y0
D K [ w g L2 : Kw g L2 . .  4m m
 . .  . . . . 2Since M Kw s s M k s Mw s , it follows that K is an L Mellinm
multiplier operator and it can be identified with the normal operator
 . .M k yD .
 .b Let L be a Fourier integral operator defined, for suitable
w g L2 , bym
`
Lw x [ l xt w t dt , x ) 0. .  .  .  .H
0
A simple change of variable shows that
` x
y1Lw x s l Sw y y dy , x ) 0, .  .  .  .H  /y0
where
Sw y s yy1w yy1 , y ) 0. 3.3 .  .  . .
 .  . .Therefore, from a , we can identify L with the operator M l yD S.
Since S is a continuous mapping from L2 onto L2 and from F ontom ym 2, m
 w x.F see 5, p. 158 , results for L can be deduced from those for2, ym
 . .M l yD . For example, if M l is polynomially bounded on the line
1 Ä 4  .z g C: Re z s m q , then L g L F , F and similarly, L g2, m 2, ym2
 X X .L F , F , where2, m 2, ym
XÄ :  :L f , w [ f , S M l yD w , f g F , w g F . 3.4 .  . . 2, m 2, ym
Applications of the above are provided by the following specific cases.
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 . aEXAMPLE 3.3. Logarithmic Fractional Integrals . Let H be defined
by
ay1x1 x
a y1 2H w x [ log w y y dy , w g L .  .  .H m /G a y . 0
when Re a ) 0, and by
aqny1x1 x
a n y1 nH w x [ log D w y y dy , w g D D .  .  .  .  .H  /G a q n y . 0
when Re a ) yn, n g N.
Routine calculations show that
1yaaMH w s s ys Mw s , for Re s s y m - 0 .  .  .  .  .
2
1a ya 2and so H s D , a g C, as operators in L provided that m ) . In thism 2&
Xa a .  .  .case, Theorem 2.4 and 2.24 show that H g L F and H g L F2, m 2, m&
afor each a g C. An explicit form for H is given by
& ya Xa :H f , w s f , D* w , f g F , w g F , : . 2, m 2, m
where, for Re a ) yn,
yaya
D* w x s 2m y 1 I y D w x .  .  .  . .
2 my1 aqny1`1 x y
s logH  / /G a q n y x . x
ny1=y 2m y 1 I y D w y dy. .  . .
w xWe note that these results were obtained by a different argument in 1 .
 .EXAMPLE 3.4. Erdelyi]Kober Operators . In their simplest form, theÂ
Erdelyi]Kober operators may be defined in terms of Mellin convolutionÂ
operators by the formulae
` x
h , a h , a y1I w x [ i w y y dy 3.5 .  .  . . Hm m  /y0
and
` x
h , a h , a y1K w x [ k w y y dy , 3.6 .  .  . . Hm m  /y0
where
m ay1h , a ymhqa . mi x [ x x y 1 H x y 1 , 3.7 .  .  .  .m G a .
m ay1h , a mh mk x [ x 1 y x H 1 y x , 3.8 .  .  .  .m G a .
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with H denoting the Heaviside function. Now,
G h q 1 y srm .
h , aM i s s . .m G h q a q 1 y srm .
s
for Re a ) 0, Re h q 1 y ) 0, /m
and
G h q srm s .
h , aM k s s for Re a ) 0, Re h q ) 0. . .m  /G h q a q srm m .
 .Therefore, from Example 3.2 a , we may write
Ih , a s F h , a , m; D , Kh , a s F h , a , m; D , .  .m I m K
where
G h q 1 q zrm .
F h , a , m; z [ 3.9 .  .I G h q a q 1 q zrm .
and
G h y zrm .
F h , a , m; z [ . 3.10 .  .K G h q a y zrm .
Since
1 yRe a< < < <F h , a , m; m y y it ; O t as t ª ` 3.11 . .I  /2
and
1 yRe a< < < <F h , a , m; m y y it ; O t as t ª ` 3.12 . .K  /2
 w x. h, asee 8, Lemma 5.2 , we can deduce immediately that I sm
 .  2 .  .F h, a , m; D is in both L L and L F when Re a ) 0 and Re mhI m 2, m
1 h, a  .q m ) y m. Similarly, K s F h, a , m; D is continuous on each ofm K2
12L and F when Re a ) 0 and Re mh ) m y .m 2, m 2
 .The restrictions on a and h are not necessary for F h, a , m; D andI
 .F h, a , m; D to be well defined as continuous operators on F . InK 2, m
 .  .  .  .particular, it follows from 2.20 and 3.11 that F h, a , m; D g L FI 2, m
for any a g C provided that
1
Re mh q m q m / y ml , l s 0, 1, 2, . . . .
2
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Similarly, the condition
1
Re mh y m / y y ml , l s 0, 1, 2, . . .
2
 .is sufficient for F h, a , m; D to be continuous on F for each a g C.K 2, m
Standard properties of gamma functions lead to representations of
 .  .F h, a , m; D and F h, a , m; D in the form of integro-differentialI K
1expressions. For example, when Re a ) yn and Re mh q m ) y m, we2
can write
F h , a , m; D s F h , a q n , m; D P D s Ih , aqnP D , 3.13 .  .  .  .  .I I n m n
n, aqn  .where I is defined by 3.5 andm
n 1
P D [ h q a q j q D . . n  /mjs1
Also, since
lF h , a , m; D s y1 F h q l , a y l , m; D F yh y l , l , m; D , .  .  .  .I I K
we deduce that
l yhyl , lF h , a , m; D s y1 F h q l , a y l , m; D K 3.14 .  .  .  .I I m
1 1 .  .  .for y m l q 1 - Re mh q m - y ml. We note that 3.13 and 3.142 2
h, a w xcoincide with the definitions of I in 5, Chap. 3 .m
Distributional versions of Ih, a and Kh, a can now be obtained directlym m& &
h , a .  .from 2.22 . The operator I s F h, a , m; D is defined as a continuousm I
operator on FX by2, m
&
X :F h , a , m; D , w [ f , F h , a , m; D w , f g F , w g F . ; .I I 2, m 2, m
2m y 1
s f , F h q 1 q , a , m; D .K ; /m
It follows immediately that
&
Xh , a hq1q2 my1.r m , a :  :I f , w s f , K w , f g F , w g F . 3.15 .m m 2, m 2, m
&
Xh , aSimilarly, K is a continuous operator on F given bym 2, m
&
Xh , a hy1y2 my1.r m , a :  :K f , w s f , I w , f g F , w g F . 3.16 .m m 2, m 2, m
 .  .It is easily verified that 3.15 and 3.16 are equivalent to the definitions
w xgiven in 5 .
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 .EXAMPLE 3.5 Radially Symmetric Riesz Potentials . For radially sym-
 < <. n w xmetric densities of the form w x , x g R , Rubin 10 has shown that the
corresponding Riesz potential R2 aw is also radially symmetric and can ben
written as
2 a < < 2 aynR w r s c x y y w r dy, .  . . Hn n , 2 a
nR
< < < <where r s x , r s y , and
G nr2 y a .y2 a yn r2c s 2 p .n , 2 a G a .
w xRecent investigations 4 show that
M ry2 aR2 aw s s g a , n; s Mw s , Re 2a - Re s - n , .  .  .  . . .n
where
2y2 a G sr2 y a G nr2 y sr2 .  .
g a , n; s [ . .
G sr2 G nr2 y sr2 q a .  .
Consequently,
R2 a s m g a , n; yD , .n 2 a
 .where the operator m g L F , F is defined by2 a 2, m 2, mq2 a
m w r [ r 2 aw r , r ) 0. .  .  .2 a
2 a  .The operators R and m g a , n; yD coincide on F for Re 2a -n 2 a 2, m
1 1<  . <y m - n. However, g a , n; y m q it can be shown to be polynomi-2 2
ally bounded under the milder conditions
1
y m / n q 2 l , Re 2a y 2 l for l s 0, 1, 2, . . . . 3.17 .
2
2 a  .  .Thus, if we define R to be m g a , n; yD whenever g a , n; yDn 2 a
exists as a continuous operator on F , then it follows that R2 a g2, m n&
X X2 a .  .L F , F and hence R g L F , F provided that m, n,2, m 2, mq2 a n 2, m 2, my2 a &
2 a 2 a .and a satisfy 3.17 . Explicit forms of R and R in terms ofn n
w xErdelyi]Kober operators are given in 4 .Â
 .EXAMPLE 3.6 Semi-infinite Hilbert Transform . The semi-infinite
Hilbert transform H is defined by
y1
` `1 w y 1 x . y1Hw x [ dy s y 1 w y y dy , y ) 0, .  .  .H H  /p x y y p y0 0
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where the integral is taken in the Cauchy principal value sense at y s x. It
w x w  .xfollows from 9, p. 184 and 2, p. 308 4 that
M Hw s s cot yp s Mw s , 0 - Re s - 1, w g L2 .  .  .  .  . m
and consequently
H s cot p D . .
 .Since cot p s is bounded on each line Re s s s , 0 - s - 1, we deduce
12 .  .that H g L L and H g L F whenever 0 - y m - 1. Similarly,m 2, m 2
Ä X .H g L F under the same conditions on m, where2, m
ÄH s cot p D 9 s cot p D* 9 s cot p 2m y 1 I y D 9 .  .  . .
and
2 m
`1 x y1cot p D* w x s y y x w y dy , x ) 0. .  .  .  .H  /p y0
 .EXAMPLE 3.7 Hankel Transform . For every n g R and suitable func-
tions w, H w, the Hankel transform of order n of w, is defined formally byn
`’H w x [ xt J xt w t dt , x ) 0, .  .  .  .Hn n
0
where J is the Bessel function of the first kind of order n . From Examplen
 . w  .x3.2 b and 2, p. 326 1 , we can write
H s F n ; D S, .n
where
G yzr2 q nr2 q 1r4 1 3 .yzy1r2F n ; z [ 2 , yn - y Re z - .
G zr2 q nr2 q 3r4 2 2 .
 .and S is defined by 3.3 . Since
1
m< < < <F n ; ym y y it ; t as t ª `, /2
 .  .  .it follows from 2.20 that F n ; D g L F and hence H g2, ym n&
X X1 .  .L F , F for y1 y n - m - . Similarly, H g L F , F under2, m 2, ym n 2, m 2, ym2
the same conditions on m and, since
2 mq3r2
` t t
y1F n ; D w x s J w t t dt , x ) 0, .  .  .H n /  /x x0
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&
 .it follows from 3.4 that H is given byn
&
Xa :  :H f , w s f , H w , f g F , w g F ,n n 2, m 2, ym
where
` 2 mq1r2aH w x [ xt J xt w t dt. .  .  .  . . Hn n
0
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The spaces F and FX have emerged from our constructive approach2, m 2, m
as the natural spaces for obtaining good distributional versions of opera-
 .tors F D when F is polynomially bounded on the spectrum of D. The
 .connection established between F D and Mellin multipliers provides the
key to finding representations of a variety of classical integral operators in
 .the form F D and their distributional extensions can then be obtained
immediately. The examples considered show that we are able to reproduce
some earlier treatments of classical transforms and also it is now clear why
the spaces F and FX proved to be so suitable.2, m 2, m
Two limitations should be noted. First, the use of Hilbert space theory
prevents us from obtaining the spaces F and FX for p / 2. Second, forp, m p, m&
 .F D and F D to be well defined as continuous operators on F and . 2, m
X  .F , respectively, it is essential that F be polynomially bounded on s D .2, m
Therefore, we cannot cater for functions F with exponential growth on
 .s D . Such functions are of obvious importance when dealing with
evolution equations involving D. For example, a solution of the abstract
Cauchy problem
du
t s Du t , t ) 0; u 0 s u .  .  . 0dt
can be written in the form
u t s e D tu , . 0
with
e D tu s e z t dE z u . 4.1 .  .H0 0
C
D t  .However, the operator e defined by 4.1 will be continuous on F only2, m
1 D t 2when m s , in which case e is also bounded on L . Consequently,m2
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1  .when m / , there exist initial data u for which the integral in 4.1 will02
exist in neither L2 nor F . Such cases present obvious difficulties inm 2, m
 .using 4.1 to furnish the solution to the Cauchy problem.
It is our intention to address these limitations in future work.
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